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Abstract

Graph connectivity is a fundamental combinatorial optimization problem that arises in many practical applications, where usually a spanning subgraph of a network is used for its operation. However, in the real world, links may fail unexpectedly deeming the networks non-operative, while checking whether a link is damaged is costly and possibly erroneous. After an event that has damaged an arbitrary subset of the edges, the network operator must find a spanning tree of the network using non-damaged edges by making as few checks as possible.

Motivated by such questions, we study the problem of finding a spanning tree in a network, when we only have access to noisy queries of the form “Does edge e exist?”. We design efficient algorithms, even when edges fail adversarially, for all possible error regimes: 2-sided error (where any answer might be erroneous), false positives (where “no” answers are always correct) and false negatives (where “yes” answers are always correct). In the first two regimes we provide efficient algorithms and give matching lower bounds for general graphs. In the False Negative case we design efficient algorithms for large interesting families of graphs (e.g. bounded treewidth, sparse). Using the previous results, we provide tight algorithms for the practically useful family of planar graphs in all error regimes.
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1 Introduction

From road and railway networks to electric circuits and computer networks, maintaining an operational spanning subgraph of a network is crucial in many real-life applications. This problem can be viewed as a traditional combinatorial optimization problem, graph connectivity. However, in real-life applications, edges sometimes fail; a natural destruction on the road or a malfunction in the connector cable can render a link in the network non-
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operational. Worse still, detecting faulty connections is not always that simple; our tools may be unreliable, resulting in untrustworthy indications. Can we efficiently find an operational spanning tree, when we cannot obtain reliable signals on the operation of edges?

In this work we study the problem of finding a spanning tree using noisy queries on the existence of edges. Specifically, given a moldgraph $G$, where some subgraph $H$ of $G$ is realized, we have access to an oracle that answers questions of the form “Does edge $e$ exist in $H$?”. The answers the oracle gives are inconsistent: for a specific edge $e$, the answer might differ every time. Queries to the oracle are costly, therefore our goal is to find a spanning tree asking as few queries as possible. We design efficient algorithms that achieve this goal, in all 3 different error regimes; 2-sided (where any answer might be erroneous), 1-sided false positives (where “no” answers are always correct) and 1-sided false negatives (where “yes” answers are always correct).

1.1 Our Contribution

As a warm-up, we begin by solving the simpler problem of learning whether the tree is connected (Theorem 7). Following that, we proceed to our main problem, which is finding a realized spanning tree in three different error regimes. In the 2-sided error case, we give an algorithm performing $O(m \log m)$ queries and show that no algorithm can perform better, even on special cases like sparse graphs. In the 1-sided False Negative error regime, we design an algorithm that is optimal on planar graphs and yields efficient guarantees for other special families like graphs with treewidth $k$ or degeneracy $k$ ($O(km)$ queries) and graphs with Hadwiger number $k$ ($O(k\sqrt{\log km})$ queries). The same algorithm can be used for general graphs, and outside the aforementioned families, its performance gracefully degrades to that of the naive strategy (that is $O(m \log n)$ queries). It is noteworthy that this is the only algorithm that breaks the $O(m \log m)$ barrier and it achieves it by employing an adaptive strategy.

In the False-Positive error case, our algorithm obtains tight guarantees for general graphs (Theorem 19), while in the special case where the realized graph is acyclic and the moldgraph is planar, the query complexity becomes linear. Both in the False-Negative and the False-Positive case, our algorithms do not need to know whether the graph has any special properties (sparsity, acyclic realized subgraph etc), they can simply run a unified algorithm that achieves the best guarantee according to each case.

Our results, imply tight algorithms for planar graphs, which is a family of graphs that is frequently encountered in road/railway networks, electrical circuits, image processing/computer vision [15, 14].

1.2 Related Work

Variations of this problem have been studied in literature, however they differ from our setting. A crucial assumption in all of the previous works, is that each edge has an independent probability of existence, which however, does not always bear out in practice. For example, a power outage may deem several local network links non-operational. In our work, we allow the existence of different edges to be arbitrarily correlated.

Feige et al. in [4] first studied the evaluation of boolean decision trees where the nodes are noisy and the goal is to find the correct leaf within a tolerance parameter $Q$. In [6, 5] the authors study finding spanning trees in Erdoes-Renyi graphs, a special class of random graphs where each edge exists independently with some probability. In their setting each edge has a query cost, and the goal is to find a spanning tree using the least number of queries. However,
contrary to their setting, we handle both adversarially selected realized graphs and noisy answers to existence queries. More recently, Lyu et al. in [11] also studied the problem of finding a MST when the edges can fail with some probability. The work of Hoffmann et al. [7] and Erlebach and Hoffmann [3] considers verifying spanning trees where each edge has a weight inside an uncertainty region and the algorithm can ask the edge to reveal it. The goal is to find a small weight spanning tree without asking all the edges for their weight. None of these settings account for inconsistent queries, like in our setting.

In Bhaskara at al. [1] they studied the problem of finding a shortest path in a graph where there are ML-generated hints on the edge lengths, and also costly access to a zero-error oracle. The goal is to find a good enough shortest path, without asking the oracle too many times.

On a different problem in Mazumdar and Saha [12], the authors study clustering in a similar setting to ours where they have access to queries of the form “is u and v in the same cluster?”. However in their model, the oracle gives consistent answers on each query.

2 Preliminaries

In graph connectivity with noisy queries we are given a graph \( G = (V, E) \), with edge set \( E \) and node set \( V \) called the moldgraph, then an adversary selects a connected subgraph \( G' \) of \( G \) to be realized. The goal of the algorithm is to find a spanning tree in the subgraph \( G' \) spending as little time as possible gathering information. The algorithm does not directly observe the subgraph that is realized, but only has access to an oracle that answers questions of the form “Is edge \( e \in E \) realized?”. Each call to this oracle costs 1, therefore our goal is to find a realized spanning tree, with constant probability using the minimum number of queries to the oracle.

This oracle, however, is noisy and inconsistent; it might not give the correct answer and when asked multiple times on the same edge, it may give different answers. More formally, the oracle is a function \( O : E \rightarrow \{Yes, No\} \), that given an edge \( e \in E \) answers either Yes or No, indicating whether the edge is realized or not. We study all the possible error types for the oracle, outlined below.

2-sided error. the oracle’s answer is wrong (ie. with “No” for realized edges and “Yes” for non-realized) with constant error probability \( p < 1/2 \).

1-sided error, False Negative (FN). if the edge is not realized then the response is always “No”. If it is realized then the response is “No” with constant error probability \( p < 1/2 \), and “Yes” with probability \( 1 - p \). Thus, when the oracle responds “Yes” then it is certain that this edge is realized, but when it responds “No” then the edge may or may not be realized, hence the False Negative responses.

1-sided error, False Positive (FP). if the edge is realized then the response is always “Yes”. If it is not realized then the response is “Yes” with constant error probability \( p < 1/2 \), and “No” with probability \( 1 - p \). Thus, when the oracle responds “No” then it is certain that this edge is not realized, but when it responds “Yes” then the edge may or may not be realized, hence the False Positive responses.


2.1 Graphs notation

We present some useful definitions for concepts we use throughout the paper. We begin by our definition of sparsity. Another possible name for the \( \rho \) parameter in the literature is “average degree” of the graph.

▶ Definition 1 (\( \rho \)-sparse Graphs). A graph \( G \) with \( m \) edges and \( n \) vertices is called \( \rho \)-sparse if \( m \leq \rho n \).

It is noteworthy that our definition of \( \rho \)-sparsity for graphs is weaker than the usual definitions of graph sparsity, in the sense that it can be easily satisfied without requiring local sparsity properties. This means that constructing efficient algorithms for this property, directly translates to efficient algorithms for other usual sparsity parameters. For example, using our definition, \( k \)-degenerate graphs are \( k \)-sparse [9], \( k \)-treewidth graphs are also \( k \)-sparse [13], and graphs with Hadwiger number \( k \) are \( O(\sqrt{k \log k}) \)-sparse [8, 2].

▶ Definition 2 (Edge Contraction). The edge contraction operation on an edge \( e = \{u, v\} \) of a graph \( G \) results in a new graph \( G' \) wherein \( u \) and \( v \) are replaced by a new vertex \( uv \) which is connected to all vertices of \( G \) that were incident to either \( u \) or \( v \).

▶ Definition 3 (Graph minor [10]). A graph \( H \) is called a minor of a graph \( G \), if \( H \) can occur after applying a series of edge deletions, vertex deletions, and edge contractions.

▶ Definition 4 (Minor-closed Graph Family). A set \( F \) of graphs is called a minor-closed graph family if for any \( G \in F \) all minors of \( G \) also belong to \( F \).

The algorithms that we present for FN and FP queries produce and handle multigraphs during intermediate steps. Here, we present and define some of the main concepts we are using from multigraphs.

An edge \( e = \{u, v\} \) in a multigraph is a link connecting \( u \) and \( v \). There might be other parallel edges between \( u \) and \( v \), and each one is distinct. Sometimes we will need to work with the set of all parallel edges between \( u \) and \( v \). We call this set a super-edge between \( u \) and \( v \). For simplicity, we consider simple edges to be super-edges with size 1.

▶ Definition 5 (Neighborhood). For a vertex \( v \in V \), we denote by \( N(v) \) its neighborhood, which is the set of all super-edges with \( v \) as one of the endpoints.

▶ Definition 6 (Degree). For a node \( v \in V \), degree \( \text{deg}(v) \) of \( v \) is the size of \( N(v) \).

Finally, we note that whenever an algorithm performs an edge-contraction operation on edge \( e \) of a multigraph, then we delete all the other parallel edges to \( e \) as well, leaving no self-loops in the graph. Moreover, if any parallel super-edges result after the contraction, they are replaced by a larger super-edge, their union.

3 Verifying Connectivity

As a warm-up, before attempting to find a realized spanning tree of the graph, we begin by presenting an algorithm for verifying the connectivity of a tree. Specifically, given a tree, which could be the operating spanning tree of a network, we want to verify whether it is connected or not, that is whether all of its edges are realized.

Naively verifying this property (ie. performing a fixed number of queries on every edge) needs \( O(n \log n) \) queries to yield a constant probability guarantee. However, we show that it is possible to verify the connectivity of the tree using only \( O(n) \) queries, which is asymptotically the same as if our oracle had no noise.
**Algorithm 1** Verify($T$): A verification protocol for tree connectivity with 2-sided error.

**Input:** Tree $T$ of $n$ edges, **Parameters:** $\varepsilon$, $\delta$, $p$

**Output:** True iff $T$ is connected

1: $\text{threshold} \leftarrow \lceil \log_{1-\frac{p}{p}} \left( \frac{1}{1-\delta} \right) \rceil$
2: $\text{budget} \leftarrow \left\lceil \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \cdot \frac{1}{1-2p} \cdot \text{threshold} \cdot n \right\rceil$
3: for $e \in E(T)$ do
4:  $\text{counter} \leftarrow 0$
5:  while ($\text{counter} < \text{threshold}$) & ($\text{budget} > 0$) do
6:    $q \leftarrow \text{Query edge } e$
7:    $\text{budget} \leftarrow \text{budget} - 1$
8:    if $q$ is “Yes” then
9:      $\text{counter} \leftarrow \text{counter} + 1$
10:     else
11:       $\text{counter} \leftarrow \text{counter} - 1$
12:     end if
13:   end while
14: if $\text{budget} = 0$ then
15:   return False
16: end if
17: end for
18: return True

Our algorithm (Algorithm 1) has a predetermined budget of queries that depends on the requested guarantees. It fixes an ordering of the edges, and for each edge it performs queries until it receives $c$ more positive answers than negative ones (where $c$ is also fixed and depends on the requested guarantees). For realized edges, since $p < 1/2$, the expected number of queries until they reach $c$ is polynomial in $c$. On the other hand, the probability to never yield $c$ more positive answers than negative ones, within the budget, is exponentially small in $c$. Using a global budget instead of a fixed per-edge number of queries, allows us to dynamically allocate it based on need. We save up queries from realized edges that reach the threshold quickly and spend it on other edges that are slow to reach the threshold. On the other hand, the probability that a non-realized edge reaches $c$ is exponentially small in $c$. As a result, if a non-realized edge exists in the tree, the algorithm will consume all of its budget on this edge before reaching the threshold. Using this approach, Algorithm 1 achieves the following guarantees.

**Theorem 7.** Algorithm 1 correctly classifies connected trees with probability $1 - \varepsilon$ and disconnected trees with probability $1 - \delta$, while performing at most $O \left( \frac{1}{\varepsilon} n \log \frac{1}{\delta} \right)$ queries.

The proof is deferred to the full version. As a Corollary of Theorem 7, we get that, for constant probability guarantees, Algorithm 1 requires $O(n)$ queries.

**Corollary 8.** Algorithm 1 correctly classifies connected trees with probability .99 and disconnected trees with probability .99, using $O(n)$ queries.
Two-sided error oracle

Moving on to our main result, we show how to find a realized spanning tree in the 2-sided error oracle. Recall that in this case, the oracle may give false responses either when the edge is realized or when it is non-realized. The main result for this regime is the following theorem.

**Theorem 9.** In the 2-sided error regime, there exists an algorithm that finds a realized spanning tree with high probability, using \(O(m \log m)\) queries in a moldgraph of \(m\) edges. Moreover, no algorithm can do better than \(\Omega(m \log m)\).

To show this theorem, we separately show the upper and lower bounds in Lemmas 10 and 12. Combining them we immediately get the theorem.

### 4.1 Upper Bound

In order to show the upper bound (Lemma 10), we describe an algorithm that achieves this query complexity and prove its correctness in Lemma 11.

**Lemma 10.** In the 2-sided error regime, there exists an algorithm that finds a realized spanning tree with high probability, using \(O(m \log m)\) queries in a moldgraph of \(m\) edges.

Our algorithm, described below, uses the same idea as the naive algorithm for the connectivity verification problem.

**Naive algorithm**

The algorithm is as follows. First, query each edge of the moldgraph \(O(\log m)\) times. Second, by treating all edges with more “Yes” than “No” responses as realized, compute a spanning tree on the discovered realized subgraph. If the graph is disconnected, output any spanning tree of the moldgraph.

The algorithm performs \(O(m \log m)\) queries in total. The following lemma shows the correctness of the algorithm, and its proof is deferred to the full version.

**Lemma 11.** The Naive algorithm finds a realized spanning tree with high probability.

### 4.2 Lower Bound

Switching gears towards the lower bound, we give an instance showing that we cannot hope for anything better than the \(O(m \log m)\) upper bound shown in the previous section. As we expected, this is a strictly harder problem than verifying the connectivity of a tree, since in this case we have to identify a realized edge in each independent cut of the moldgraph.

**Lemma 12.** In the 2-sided error regime, there exists a graph where any algorithm requires \(\Omega(m \log m)\) queries to discover a spanning tree with constant failure probability.

**Proof of Lemma 12.** We consider the graph in Figure 1 which has \(n + 1\) vertices and \(2n\) edges. Between any two consecutive vertices there exist 2 parallel edges, one of which is realized and the other is not. Note that this moldgraph is a multigraph for simplicity of presentation. But the arguments hold analogously for a 2-by-\(n\) grid moldgraph, if we additionally give our algorithms the extra information that all vertical edges are realized. This only makes an algorithm more powerful as, in the worst-case, it can choose to ignore this information and execute independently. Then, we show that even with this extra knowledge, no algorithm can achieve a better query complexity than the desired bound.
Any algorithm on this graph will have to treat each edge-pair independently of the others, because uncovering a realized edge in one pair does not give any information on the solution to other pairs. Moreover, the optimal strategy for any algorithm is to query both edges in a pair an equal number of times and then pick the one with the majority of positive responses. Otherwise, picking the one with the least positive responses gives us smaller probability of success.

Let us suppose that the algorithm performs \( k \) queries on a specific edge-pair. If more than \( k/2 \) of them give false responses then the wrong edge will be picked as realized. Consequently, the algorithm will have to perform more than \( k \) queries on this edge-pair to discover the correct edge. We set \( k = \Theta(\log(n/\log n)) = \Theta(\log n) \) and call such a faulty edge-pair a “bad” pair. Then, by the fact that false queries follow a binomial distribution, we get \( \Pr[\text{bad}] > p^{k/2} > \log n/n \). Thus the probability that at least one such “bad pair” exists is

\[
\Pr[\text{bad exists}] = 1 - \Pr[\text{all good}] \geq 1 - \left(1 - \frac{\log n}{n}\right)^n \geq 1 - \frac{1}{n}.
\]

Assuming that there exists such a “bad pair” then the algorithm will have to perform \( \Omega(\log n) \) queries on it. However, there is no way to know from the beginning which pair it will be. This means that any algorithm in this case will have to pick an \( \alpha \)-fraction of edge-pairs on which to perform these many queries, for some (not necessarily constant) \( \alpha \). Define \( Q_b \) to be the event that the algorithm performs \( \Omega(\log n) \) queries on the “bad pair”. Then, \( \Pr[Q_b] = \alpha \) and the probability of failure for the algorithm when a bad pair exists is

\[
\Pr[\text{fail}|\text{bad exists}] = \alpha \Pr[\text{fail}|Q_b] + (1 - \alpha) \geq (1 - \alpha)
\]

Thus, the total probability of failure to discover a spanning tree will be

\[
\Pr[\text{fail}] \geq \Pr[\text{fail}|\text{bad exists}] \Pr[\text{bad exists}] \geq (1 - \alpha) \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)
\]

If we want the failure probability to be constant then it must hold that \( \alpha = 1 - o(1) \). Consequently, we perform \( \Omega(\log n) \) queries on \( \alpha n = \Theta(n) \) edges, giving us an \( \Omega(n \log n) \) lower bound for this graph instance. The desired lower bound comes from the fact that any algorithm performing better than \( \Omega(m \log m) \) queries would perform better than \( \Omega(n \log n) \) in this instance, as it has \( m = O(n) \).
5 One-sided error oracle: False Negatives

Moving on to the one-sided error regime, we first consider the case of False Negative errors in the oracle. Our main contribution is an algorithm for the case of sparse and minor-closed graph families. We also show how we can obtain an algorithm for general graphs, that still performs well on ρ-sparse graphs, even when this property is unknown to us.

Finally, we show how to combine these results to obtain an algorithm for planar graphs that uses $O(m)$ queries to find a spanning tree, while no algorithm can do better (Corollary 17). This also implies better guarantees for other special families of graphs, as shown in Corollary 18.

\begin{theorem}
In the 1-sided False Negative regime, given a moldgraph of $m$ edges and $n$ nodes, there exists an algorithm that finds a realized spanning tree using $O(m \log n)$ queries in expectation. If the moldgraph belongs to a $\rho$-sparse and minor-closed family, the algorithm uses $O(\rho m)$ queries in expectation.
\end{theorem}

\textbf{Proof of Theorem 13.} To create such an algorithm, we can run in parallel both the Naive Algorithm presented in the next subsection (Lemma 14) and Algorithm 3 for sparse minor-closed graph families. In particular, it suffices to let the two algorithms perform their queries alternately and independently of each other.

If the moldgraph belongs in a $\rho$-sparse and minor-closed family, then by Lemma 15, Algorithm 3 will perform $O(\rho m)$ queries in expectation before finding a spanning tree. For each one of these queries, we have just performed one extra query for the naive algorithm. Thus, eventually the combined algorithm will find the spanning tree in the same query complexity.

Otherwise, in general graphs, by using Lemma 14 for the Naive Algorithm and a similar argument as before, we get $O(m \log n)$ queries in expectation.

\begin{lemma}
The Naive Algorithm finds a spanning tree while performing $O(m \log n)$ queries on expectation.
\end{lemma}

5.1 Warm-up: naive algorithm

We start by describing the naive algorithm used for general graphs, that obtains the $O(m \log n)$ guarantee. The algorithm proceeds in rounds, where in each round it performs one query on all $m$ edges of the moldgraph. It repeats this process until $n - 1$ realized edges forming a spanning tree are discovered. Note that in the case of FN queries we can be completely certain when a realized edge is discovered. The proof is deferred to the full version.

\begin{lemma}
The Naive Algorithm finds a spanning tree while performing $O(m \log n)$ queries on expectation.
\end{lemma}

5.2 An Algorithm for $\rho$-sparse graphs

We present the algorithm used to obtain better guarantees for the family of $\rho$-sparse and minor closed graphs. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3 and the guarantees in Lemma 15.

\begin{lemma}
Given a moldgraph of $m$ edges, belonging to a $\rho$-sparse and minor-closed family of graphs, Algorithm 3 performs $O(\rho m)$ queries in expectation and uncovers a realized spanning tree with probability 1.
\end{lemma}

The basic primitive that our algorithm uses is a DISCOVER subroutine that cleverly orders queries in a way that it allows it to explore multiple edge sets in parallel. The subroutine is presented in more detail in Algorithm 2 and the Lemma that follows.
Algorithm 2 DISCOVER($S$): Discovers an edge in a collection $S$ of edge sets.

**Input:** Set $S = \{E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_k\}$

**Output:** Realized edge $e$

1: while no edge is found do
2: for $i = 1$ to $k$ do
3: Let $e$ be the next edge in the cyclic order of $E_i$
4: $q \leftarrow$ Query edge $e$
5: if $q$ is “Yes” then
6: return $e$
7: end if
8: end for
9: end while

Algorithm 3 SolveSparseFN($G$): Solves the problem in sparse moldgraphs using an 1-sided error oracle with False Negatives.

**Input:** Graph $G$

**Output:** A realized spanning tree

1: if $G$ is a single node then
2: return $\emptyset$
3: end if
4: $u = \text{argmin}\{\deg(v)\}$
5: $e = \text{DISCOVER}(N(u))$ // Let $G'$ be the resulting graph after contracting edge $e$.
6: return $\text{SolveSparseFN}(G') \cup \{e\}$

Lemma 16. Let $S$ be a collection of $k$ sets of edges. Assume as well that there exists at least one set in $S$ containing some realized edge, then Algorithm 2 finds and returns such an edge using at most $2k|E_f|$ queries in expectation, where $E_f$ is the set containing the found edge.

The proof is deferred to the full version. We are now ready to prove the main result of the section, Lemma 15.

Proof of Lemma 15. We use induction on the number $n$ of vertices of $G$ to prove that Algorithm 3 performs at most $4\rho m$ queries in expectation. Throughout this proof we denote by $m$ the total number of simple edges of the graph, and by $m_s$ the number of super-edges.

The base case of induction for $n = 1$ holds trivially, as the algorithm needs no queries. Now assume that it holds for all graphs of at most $n - 1$ vertices. We will prove that it also holds for graphs of $n$ vertices.

By using the sparsity property that $m_s \leq \rho n$, we can see that there always exists at least one vertex $u$ with degree $\deg(u) \leq 2\rho$. Otherwise, the number of super-edges would be

$$m_s = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{v \in V} \deg(v) > \rho n$$

which leads to the graph not being $\rho$-sparse, a contradiction.
The algorithm uses Algorithm 2 as a basic subroutine, passing as input the neighborhood $N(u)$ of the least-degree vertex $u$. This is allowed because $N(u)$ is a cut of the moldgraph and thus satisfies the assumption of Lemma 16 that at least one edge-set contains a realized edge.

The DISCOVER subroutine will find a realized edge inside a super-edge $E_f$, spending in expectation at most $2 \cdot \deg(u)|E_f| \leq 4\rho|E_f|$ queries.

After contracting the super-edge $E_f$ that contains the realized edge found by the subroutine, the algorithm will continue on the contracted graph $G'$ that has $n-1$ vertices. It is important to note here that the graph $G'$ will still be $\rho$-sparse, because of our assumption that graphs belong in a minor-closed family. By the induction hypothesis, the algorithm will find a realized spanning tree of $G'$, by performing at most $4\rho (m - |E_f|)$ queries in expectation. Therefore, the total number of queries performed will be at most

$$4\rho|E_f| + 4\rho (m - |E_f|) = 4\rho m$$

in expectation, and thus gives us the desired $O(\rho m)$ upper bound.

**Corollary 17.** If the moldgraph is planar, then Algorithm 3 performs $O(m)$ queries in expectation and succeeds in finding a realized spanning tree with probability 1. Moreover, this is tight and no better algorithm exists for this case.

**Proof of Corollary 17.** The upper bound follows directly by Lemma 15 and the fact that planar graphs are a minor-closed and 3-sparse family, as $m \leq 3n - 6$.

To argue that the algorithm is tight, we remind that in all cases the realized spanning subgraph is chosen arbitrarily, and even in an adversarial way. This means that any algorithm aiming to find a realized spanning tree has to perform at least $n-1$ queries, for the $n-1$ realized edges of the spanning tree that it discovers. As planar graphs have $m = \Theta(n)$ the desired lower bound follows.

Apart from planar graphs, as we hinted when defining $\rho$-sparsity, an efficient algorithm for $\rho$-sparse graphs immediately gives us efficient algorithms for minor-closed families of graphs that are sparse with respect to other widely-used parameters. Based on [13, 8], we can see that the parameters of treewidth and Hadwiger Number define minor-closed graph families. Moreover, $k$-treewidth graphs have sparsity $k$, while graphs with Hadwiger number $k$ are $O(k\sqrt{\log k})$-sparse. Hence, applying Lemma 15 we get the following Corollary.

**Corollary 18.** Algorithm 3 performs $O(km)$ queries for graphs with treewidth $k$ and $O(k\sqrt{\log km})$ queries for graphs with Hadwiger number $k$.

### 6 One-sided error oracle: False Positives

In the 1-sided, False-Positive error case, we initially present an $O(m \log m)$ algorithm for general graphs, while dropping the complexity to linear when the realized graph is a tree. Each of these guarantees are tight for their respective case. We also show how using one algorithm, we can capture both cases, without actually knowing the structure of the realized graph, and obtain the tight guarantees for each case. Our formal guarantees are formally stated in Theorem 19.

**Theorem 19.** In the 1-sided error FP regime, there exists an algorithm that performs $O(m \log m)$ queries in the general case and finds a realized spanning tree with high probability. Moreover, if the realized subgraph is a tree, the algorithm performs $O(m)$ queries in expectation and succeeds to find the spanning tree with high probability. These complexities are tight for their respective cases.
Proof of Theorem 19. Similarly to the case of False Negative oracle errors (Lemma 13) we can combine the Naive Algorithm with Algorithm 4, letting them perform queries alternately. When any of the two algorithms halts, the process ends.

Consider the case of general graphs. By Lemma 20 the naive algorithm succeeds in finding a realized spanning tree with high probability by performing $O(m \log m)$ queries. Thus, the combined algorithm also succeeds with at most $O(m \log m)$ queries.

Now, we look at the special case where the moldgraph is planar and the realized subgraph is a tree. By Lemma 23, Algorithm 4 performs at most $O(m)$ queries in expectation. Let $X$ be the random variable denoting the number of queries performed by Algorithm 4, and let $E = \{X > m \log_2(m^2)\}$ be the event that $X$ is more than the queries of the naive algorithm. Using Markov’s inequality we get

$$\Pr \left[ E \right] \leq \frac{\mathbb{E}[X]}{m \log_2(m^2)} \leq O \left( \frac{1}{\log m} \right)$$

Thus, the number $Q$ of queries performed before the combined algorithm terminates for this case is

$$\mathbb{E}[Q] = \mathbb{E}[Q] \Pr[\neg E] + \mathbb{E}[Q | E] \Pr[E] \leq \mathbb{E}[X] + (m \log_2(m^2))O \left( \frac{1}{\log m} \right) \leq O(m)$$

When the algorithm has terminated, there still exists some probability of failure, in the case that both event $E$ happens and the naive algorithm fails to find a realized spanning tree. By using the failure probability from Lemma 20 and the previously calculated probability of event $E$ happening, we get

$$\Pr[E \land \text{naive algo fails}] = O \left( \frac{1}{m \log m} \right)$$

Thus, the combined algorithm succeeds in this case with high probability as well, and the proof is concluded. \hfill \Box

6.1 Upper & Lower Bounds

We start by showing, similar to the previous section, how to obtain the upper bound in the case of general graphs. The proof is deferred to the full version.

\textbf{Lemma 20.} In the 1-sided error FP regime, there exists an algorithm that performs $O(m \log m)$ queries in the general case and finds a realized spanning tree with high probability.

Furthermore, we show the lower bound for the general case graphs, stated formally below. Observe that from the construction of this lower bound, no algorithm can do better in planar or sparse graphs. The proof is deferred to the full version.

\textbf{Lemma 21.} In the regime of 1-sided FP errors, there exists a realized graph with cycles, for which any algorithm requires $\Omega(m \log m)$ queries to discover a spanning tree with constant failure probability.

6.2 Special Case: Acyclic Realized Graphs

In this section we focus on the special case where the realized subgraph is a tree. This property implies that for each cycle in the moldgraph, at least one edge of the cycle must be non-realized. Since our oracle only commits False Positive errors, the negative answers
Algorithm 4: SolvePlanarFP(G): Discovers a realized spanning tree in planar moldgraphs using an 1-sided error oracle with False Positives.

Input: Planar Graph G(V,E)
Output: A realized spanning tree

1: // Construct the dual graph of G
2: G' ← dual(G)
3: // Inverse all the oracle answers and use SolveSparseFN
4: return E(G) \ SolveSparseFN(G')

are definitive, meaning that we can completely remove the edges which have yielded such answers. We design an algorithm (Algorithm 4) that utilizes this fact and progressively removes non-realized edges until it is left with a tree which will also be the realized subgraph. This result is stated formally in the theorem below.

Theorem 22. In the regime of 1-sided FP errors, if the moldgraph G is a planar graph and the realized subgraph is a tree, Algorithm 4 recovers the realized spanning tree with probability 1 while performing at most O(m) queries in expectation.

Our main observation is that the FP setting is very similar, and in fact can be reduced to, the FN setting. In the FN setting, we know that at least one realized edge lies in every cut of the moldgraph and we repeatedly query the edges of a cut in order to unveil the realized edge. In a similar manner, in the FP setting, we can repeatedly query the edges of the cycle in order to discover the non-realized edge in every cycle. Hence, the question that arises is: how can one decide a sequence of cycles to query such that the expected number of queries is minimized? Algorithm 4 does so by utilizing the planarity of the moldgraph to consistently find small cycles to query.

Description of Algorithm 4

Our algorithm reduces the FP setting of this special case to solving an FN instance on the dual graph of the moldgraph. The dual of a planar graph has one node for each face of the planar graph, as illustrated in a Figure found in the full version. Two face nodes are connected by an edge in the dual graph if and only if they share an edge in the planar graph. With this transformation we can now focus on cuts of the dual graph which directly correspond to cycles of the moldgraph. Notice that removing an edge in the moldgraph (after identifying it as non-realized) is the same as contracting it in the dual graph. As a result, removing all the non-realized edges until we are left with a tree in the moldgraph is exactly equivalent to contracting the same edges in the dual until we are left with one node (Lemma 23). For this reason, Algorithm 4 constructs the dual graph of the moldgraph and calls Algorithm 3 to retrieve a non-realized spanning tree of the dual graph. Note that we reverse all the oracle’s answers before we hand them out to Algorithm 3, since by design it contracts the edges for which we get positive answers but in the FP setting we want to contract the edges of the dual graph whose corresponding edges yielded negative answers.

We will now prove the correctness of Algorithm 4 and bound its query complexity.

Lemma 23. Let G be a planar moldgraph, T be the realized tree of G and G' be a dual graph of G. The induced subgraph of G' containing all the edges corresponding to non-realized edges of G, is a spanning tree of G'.
The proof of Lemma 23 is deferred to the full version.

**Proof of Theorem 22.** Algorithm 4 constructs the dual graph of $G$ and uses Algorithm 3 to find a spanning tree of $G'$ consisting of non-realized edges. From Lemma 23 we know that by removing these edges, we are left with the realized tree $T$ of $G$. All the queries performed during this process are made through Algorithm 3. Therefore, from Lemma 15, the total number of queries conducted is $O(m)$.
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